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Due to success with past shoots Site Safety Management was verbally discussed with  with the 
expectation of a Site Safety Management Plan being in place. 

1.56 Currently the Parks, Open Spaces and Environment team are completing the review and 
implementation of the Personnel and Contractor Engagement Policy, which would include a process 
to identify and prioritise risk, and formalise processes, especially around the expectation of site 
safety management plans being in place and reviewed by staff for each high risk (cull) event. 

 

Section 2: Description of the Event 
2.1 Description from Vault:  
Reported by  
 

What happened: 
At 10.30pm I received a call from the Police regarding "bullets flying everywhere" in relation to the 
Canada goose shoot contracted by Council occurring at Otaraua Park. I passed on the contractor, 

 contact details. No mention at this stage of a house being hit. 
 
At 12.35am I received a text from  that Police has visited them on site, and they had been 
informed a house had been hit. They were not given the location. went over the health and safety 
plan with the police at that point. 
 
Around 8.30am Sunday morning I contacted Gareth Eloff and Mike Mendonca via text. I spoke to 
Gareth shortly after this. At that stage we had no further information as to where the property was. 
 
Early afternoon Mike Mendonca received a call from the property owner, , who was 
terribly upset. Mike called me shortly after this. 
 
At 2.14pm I received a call from  from the Police who is the officer in charge of this incident. He 
has spoken to his Sergeant, and they are of the opinion that all required health and safety procedures 
were followed, and this is an unfortunate accident rather than negligence. 
 
The only charge that could be relevant is careless use of a firearm, which Police do not believe is 
applicable in this instance. Overall, they were comfortable with precautions put in place and would not 
be pursuing anything further. 
 

 mentioned that  (the contractor) was approached by the son of the property owner 
this morning when  was onsite tidying up the remaining carcasses.  tried to apologise but this 
was not accepted at the time which is understandable. The first I heard of this occurring was from 

 on my drive up to the office. 
 
Property owners are . State Highway 1, Paraparaumu.

 
. It is not 100% clear at this stage 

where the shooters were firing from. 
 
Gareth and I visited the property owners 4.30pm 30/01/2023 and discussed next steps. 
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2.2 Description of Event – Affected Parties  

From Interviews completed by Investigation Team 
10pm (approx.) Homeowners  were on the couch and getting ready for bed when 
shots/pellets started hitting their roof. They described the experience as “bullets in all directions.”  
They reported hearing shotgun fire plus rifle cracks.  an experienced shooter and was sure 
about the sounds  (shotgun and rifle) 

They reported feeling terrified and took cover behind a wall in the house. 

Then  said, 
“something had hit their window.”   watching tv and , so had not heard 
any of the noise. Their cottage window was broken, and window frame damaged. This window was 
in the same room as the  were sitting at the time. 

They then rang the police, who arrived at their home around 10:30pm. 

The police then went down to the park to find the shooters. Police then called  
 to obtain contact details for the Contractor –  
. Police then contact   then give 

 location at Otaraua Park. Police interview , and the second hunter  on 
site around 11:20pm but did not stop the shoot as they said they were comfortable with the 
precautions  taken at the time. 

 account of the shoot mirrors the same time frame. With the cull beginning around 
10pm, based at the edge of the pond at Otaraua Park, starting with .223 rifles, then transitioning to 
shotgun and .223 rifle. 

The last phase of the shoot took place in Otaraua Park closer to the Camelot neighbourhood. Later, 
complaints about noise were received from neighbours, including reports that it sounded like “the 
battle of the Somme.”  These neighbours were also concerned they had not been notified, as this 
meant they had not moved their  from the park edge paddock it was normally in. They 
also commented that they had wounded geese on their property after the shoot. 

A later report from a neighbour to , witnessed additional torch lights  
around 11pm, suggesting other people at the Park, but after the incident had occurred.  
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3.6 Lack of understand of noise 
Misunderstandings from KCDC staff between the noise levels expected on the shoot, and the 
firearms being used lead to a decision to limit notification to Police, KiwiRail, Ground truth,  

 tenant, internal staff, and onsite signage. 

The belief by KCDC staff was this was going to be a quiet shoot.  reported said 
that it was “unlikely to wake someone up.”   This coupled with the belief that the suppressed 
.223 rifle, using the thermal rifle scope, was the only firearm going to be used (as per the quote 
given by the contractor, and by the earlier trial undertaken) lead this decision making. 

The idea that the thermal scope with the suppressed .223 would mean the geese would remain 
on the ground for the shoot, as suggested in an email from the contractor, regarding trial shoot 
in September (with quote for full night shoot) also reinforced the belief only the .223 would be 
used, and that all firing would be on the ground, and not at birds in flight. 

“The night shooting of the geese at Otaraua Park was very successful. They were unable to see 
any danger so stayed put as I shot 15 of them” + ATTACHED EMAIL 

However, it seems the contractor was working inside previous (daytime) shoot frameworks 
which included the use of a shotgun. And though  

 emailed the contractor the list of parties to be notified,  did not 
question non- notification of neighbours, which further supported  belief the shoot 
would be “quiet.”  Due to this misunderstanding around noise and what firearms were to be 
used, the decision not to notify all neighbours was made. 

From  perspective,  adamant that even a suppressed .223 has a loud crack, 
nearly as loud as a shotgun, and did not support the view the shoot would be quiet. 
Correspondingly  did not raise any red flags about the non-notification of neighbours, 
something we may have expected from an experienced contractor. Further the use of the 
shotgun at night (without notification) suggests a lapse of judgement from the contractor. 

The shoot obviously was not quiet. Neighbours described it like “the battle of the Somme” and 
“terrifying.” These neighbours were comfortable with geese culling in general, and comfortable 
with the past notified culls.  
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Section 4: Conclusions and Observations 
The investigation concluded the following findings were or could have been contributory factors to 
the incident: 

• Although it appears every effort was made by contractor for due diligence around health 
and safety before the cull began on the night, unintentional loss of situational awareness 
resulted in shots landing on a house roof and damage being caused to a window.  

• The contractor’s night-time shooting experience is not in question, however factors which 
contributed to a good environment for the thermal imaging scope (dark night) also 
contributed to loss of situational awareness. 

• Lack of a formal contract for this cull resulted in: 
o Change of parameters between the daytime culls and night-time culls not taken in 

account by KCDC staff and contractor. Change of scope, change of process, change of 
environment. 

o Clear understanding of firearms to be used and associated noise was not communicated 
by contractor to KCDC, nor clarified by KCDC. 

o Lack of understanding about noise levels and consequent impact on the neighbours led 
to inadequate notification of the cull. 

o Lack of clarity around night-time cull process (especially shooting geese in flight) 
between KCDC and Contractor resulted in poor understanding of risks with the cull. 

All neighbours and affected parties interviewed were happy with the culls happening and 
understood the necessity to reduce geese population. It could be concluded that the (perceived) risk 
of negative feedback is much lower than the risks associated with non-notification. 

 

Section 5: Recommendations 
5.1 Notification of Neighbours 

This event has highlighted the level of noise associated with a cull, even using suppressed 
weapons. We recommend that regardless of time of day of the cull all neighbours within a 
gunshot radius (1-2kms) of the cull are to be notified ahead of the cull.  

Notification allows for neighbours to move animals and gives context around the sound of 
gunshots that they will hear during a cull. 

Notification should take several forms, including letterbox drop, Facebook posts especially 
community Facebook pages, potentially face to face, and onsite signage. 

This needs to take priority over and above any consideration of adverse reaction that the 
notification may incur. 

5.2 Daytime Culls only 
Previous daytime culls have proceeded without incident, or complaint from the 
neighbours. While cull numbers for the night shoot were higher, the level of risk with a 
night-time cull increase. The difference in numbers does not outweigh the risks 
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5.3 Contract in place for every cull (high risk event) with Internal Checklist/Template 
for Culls using firearms. 

SOP that all high-risk undertakings – in this instance a geese cull involving firearms will have 
a formal contract in place, requiring a site specific and event specific plan to be signed off by 
KCDC prior to the cull. 

Assumptions were made between KCDC and the contractor that contributed to the impact 
of the incident. A recommendation that we have an internal checklist /template for each 
shoot that will help ensure consistency of approach across time and covers details such as: 

• Time and location of shoot 
• Firearms to be used, Risk management & site management plan from Contractors 
• Process for carcass removal 
• Number of shooters on site 
• Comms plan – What do we need the public to know? When and how, FAQ etc 
• Briefing to Elected Members 
• Key Stakeholders details and checklist. Who else needs to know? who has been 

told?  
This list would include: 

o Neighbours (1km radius) 
o Elected Members (especially for the area involved) 
o Police 
o KiwiRail (if applicable) 
o Comms team  
o Internal staff – especially customer services (who may also have to field 

questions) 
o Anybody else we may think will be impacted 

  

Section 6: Significant Learnings 
The investigation has raised several key learnings which are covered in the body of the 
report. The significant learnings for RMIT are: 

6.1 Noise levels  
A key learning from this incident is around noise associated with shooting. Advice is that a 
suppressed .223 emits a loud crack near to the same decibel levels as shotgun fire. So even 
with specialised equipment every shoot will have loud noises associated with it and will be 
noticed by the neighbours. 

Given this information the recommendation is that all culls involving firearms need to be 
both fully notified and conducted during the day to mitigate the negative perception of gun 
fire, which can be more intense for some people if experienced at night. 
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6.2 Full Notification of all Geese Culls using firearms 
To mitigate fear and upset around gun fire, to allow neighbours to move or secure animals, 
to allow Elected Members to support in answering community questions and to ensure 
complete transparency of a potentially upsetting process, all neighbours, elected members, 
and key stakeholders should be notified of Culls. 

A brief information sheet including the reason for the cull can be provided to EM, and to 
Communications Team prior to the cull. An advisory letterbox drops to affected 
neighbours, and on-site signage, as well as notification to key organisations such as Police 
and Kiwi rail. 

6.3 Culls using firearms in daytime only 
Initial understanding that night-time culls could be undertaken with minimal noise, or 
impact on neighbours has been refuted. This combined with the increased risks around: 

• visibility,  
• negative public perception/experience,  
• higher chance of wounded birds being left alive after the cull 

leads to the learning that all culls are best conducted during the day. Previous early Sunday 
morning culls had been successful, with minimal decrease in numbers of geese culled. (103 
daytime vs 127 night-time) 

Early morning daytime culls combined with full notification has led to our most successful 
cull outcomes (public feedback/perception + geese culled). (i.e., 1 August 2021). 

 6.4 Contract with event specific plans needed for every cull 
 Misunderstanding and assumptions would have been mitigated by the requirement of all 
high-risk activities requiring a specific contract, including site and event specific plans to be 
signed off by KCDC. Each high-risk activity could be supported by a checklist or template to 
ensure staff are aware of requirements for the activity. 
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Section 7:  Actions 

 

Appendix 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Recommendation Responsible 
Department 

Responsible 
Person 

Completion 
Date 

Sign 
Off 

1 All culls to be conducted 
during the day 

Parks, Open 
Spaces and 
Environment 

 Prior to next cull  

2 
All key stakeholders  
be notified prior to cull. 
 

Parks, Open 
Spaces and 
Environment 

 Prior to next cull  

3 

To include contract for 
each high risk event. 
SOP/Template created 
 

Parks, Open 
Spaces and 
Environment 

Gareth Eloff/ 
H&S Advisor Prior to next cull  

4 

Decision to reengage 
contractor to be decided 
after police investigation 
is completed. 

Parks, Open 
Spaces and 
Environment 

   

































   






